
(Prior to a pivot, ContentBLVD was a marketplace that brought together owners of authoritative 
blogs in search of quality free content, and managers of brands looking for authoritative blogs 
willing to post non-promotional articles. The brands typically couldn’t get the “non-promotional” 
part right, so we frequently authored the articles for the brands to ensure the articles would be 
attractive to the blog owners. It was a line across the sand against click-bait and listicle content, 
but Google soon decided authorship, guest blogging and PageRank weren’t going to be the way 
forward. This was an internal webpage for the freelance writers I recruited, coached and 
supervised.) 

 

What’s in a Blog Post? 
 
Aloha! Here at ContentBLVD, our focus is on quality. How can you tell if your writing will meet our 
standards? Use this handy-dandy guide to evaluate your articles. Almost all of the edits we 
request from writers boil down to a few categories of deficiency. Originality, audience targeting 
and meaty depth, bracketed by an engaging introduction and succinct conclusion can turn a 
whimpering naked mole rat of a post into a snazzy bespectacled zebra-pegasus. Articles that stay 
mindful of these elements get placed on higher quality blogs, yielding higher remuneration rates 
for the writers. So, set your brain for maximum absorption. You’ll write better and make more 
money in no time. 
 
Come Original 
 
In the immortal words of American rockers 311, “You’ve got to come original, you’ve got to come 
original.” It bears repeating. Come original. Since everything you submit is vetted through 
Copyscape prior to being made available to blogs, there is no reason to lift content from other 
sources – and plenty of reasons NOT to. Perhaps most importantly, we’ll punt you from our 
system if you’re found to be deliberately plagiarizing. Don’t submit articles you’ve submitted 
elsewhere or published separately under your own name. Remember the terms of service to 
which you agreed? Hidden in there is a sentence about the ravenous trained velociraptors we 
employ to track down lazy writers submitting stolen content. Don’t. Do. It. 
 
Write for Readers 
 
Our crazy dream for the future imbedded-in-your-brain Internet silicon-wafer-web is that people 
will be able to access all information relevant to their interests immediately. Oh, wait – that’s 
Google’s dream. See, Google wants search to deliver the most relevant, high quality results 
possible, even now when we’re all still using computers and smartphones. Google has their own 
ill-tempered velociraptors hungrily hunting spammy and worthless keyword optimized nonsense 
and kicking it to the authority and relevance gutter. This is ContentBLVD, not ContentGUTTER. 
 
Hence, something like this: 

Writing for Readers is a thing you should do if you want readers to read your article. 
When writing for readers, you put sentences in front of your readers to make your writing 
appear written for them to read. Reading your content, readers will react by liking what 
you have been writing for readers. 

 
…is velociraptor bait. We won’t use it. Nobody would ever read it. It’s designed to exploit a long-
dead Google preference for quantity of keywords in one location. Google used this method back 
when people had tails and were most commonly searching for the term “vestigial.” Yes, we know 
there are other sites paying for writing like this. Yes, we know there are TONS of sites containing 
content like this. However, we also know that this type of content delivers no actual value to the 
reader and will be devoured by Google’s Hungry Hungry Dinos in good time. Quality articles 
written for human consumption are what’s left when the ‘raptors are done feeding. It’s the good 



stuff, and it’s the future of the web. 
 
Write for Carnivores 
 
Many articles we receive contain the first nugget of a reasonably interesting idea, but don’t 
develop the idea in any detail. I like to call them vegetarian, because they’re perfectly reasonable 
but lack meat. 
 
Meat is easy to add. If you’re writing about “How to Write Articles for Carnivores,” for example, 
you might include a few examples of meaty content. Or, you might fill out your article by 
expounding upon what you mean by meaty content. Or both. Like so: 
 
In the following paragraph, we get the idea that there is an idea, but don’t have sufficient 
information to personally use. 

Business travelers commonly use luggage to transport their belongings from one city to 
another. If traveling with formal clothing such as a suit or dress, a garment bag can be 
used to make sure the items arrive without wrinkles. Other styles of luggage include 
Suiters, Uprights, Expandable Uprights, Carry-Ons and duffel bags. Business people 
should decide what size items they’ll bring on their trips, and then choose the appropriate 
bag. 

 
This paragraph isn’t horrible, but it doesn’t convey any information that a reasonably intelligent 
adult will not already know. It’s vegetarian. Let’s tweak it a bit and add some meat. 

Business travelers on tight schedules often don’t have time to maintain an extensive 
wardrobe while on the road. Since checking baggage requires an extra stop at the airline 
check-in counter and, later, a short wait at baggage claim, most seasoned travelers 
eschew the line and choose instead to carry on their baggage. A small rolling garment 
bag will fit shoes, shirts, blouses and grooming supplies in addition to a suit or dress. Be 
sure to check the airline baggage size requirements, as some rolling garment bags are 
too large to carry on, and must be checked. 

 
This paragraph is a bit better. Now, someone trying to solve a problem (“How can I get to my 
meeting in Memphis on time with pressed clothing!?!”) might actually find a solution. If the article 
continued by profiling a few different specific bags, and detailing the size requirements of a few 
large airlines, all the better. It’s not ground-breaking stuff, but it’s much beefier than the first 
paragraph, and will satisfy a carnivorous reader. 
 
Another great way to boost the meat in an article is to bring concepts to life through math, 
numbers or out-of-context examples. To borrow again from the Ghost of Pop Culture Past, we’re 
looking for some “things that make you go, hmmm.” 
            

Facebook has seen rapid growth over the past several years. In fact, it’s added 6.5 
million new users just since the start of the New Year. That’s a lot! With so many new 
members, the stock is sure to soar following the IPO in May. 

 
How do we know this is a lot of members, and that lots of new members = IPO success, without 
some context? Meat, please. 

Facebook’s rapid growth has been something to behold. Since January 1 of this year, 6.5 
million new users have joined the social-networking behemoth. That’s the same number 
of people who participated in the 1985 person-linking social network, Hands Across 
America, and a number equal to the current population of the entire Dallas/Ft. Worth 
metro area. 



 
“Hmmm,” indeed! Less conjecture about the IPO possibilities plus a more vibrant look at how 
many people comprise 6.5 million, and, voila, a better paragraph. But somebody said math – 

Besides the coverages you elect on your policy, there are many factors that go into an 
insurance rate, including your age, years as a driver and driving record. Surprisingly, 
gender also impacts the cost. Sister and brother sets of fraternal twins face different rates 
due to nothing more than a single chromosome of difference. 

 
Vegan. Nobody doesn’t already know this. Vegan + Math = Meaty! 

Car insurance rates vary drastically based on a multitude of factors. A twenty-five year-
old single woman will pay, on average, 15 percent less than her twin brother with a 
similar driving record. But, she’ll be paying 35 percent less than she had to pay when she 
first got her license at age sixteen. If her current coverage rate is $245/month, her twin 
brother will pay $281.75 for the same coverage. Neither are likely to complain, however, 
as they would have paid $330.75 and $380.36, respectively, when they started out as 
new drivers. 

 
Pretend your audience is comprised of adherents of the Atkins diet. Feed them lots of meat, and 
everyone will be happy. 
 
Aloha 
 
As you’re almost certainly aware, “Aloha” is the English word for both “hello” and “goodbye” that 
English speakers typically believe is also the Hawaiian word meaning the same thing. The 
Hawaiian word means something closer to “family” or “compassion,” but we’re going with the 
English concept to illustrate this point. Your articles should start and end professionally, first 
offering a brief synopsis of what is to come, and later wrapping it all up. Aloha, coming and going. 
 
With a little effort, you’ll be writing meaty, original blog articles filled with interesting insights that 
real people really want to read. You’ll start them with a summary of what you’re going to cover, or 
an anecdote introducing the problem you’re offering to solve. Several paragraphs of detailed, 
well-reasoned, interesting salience later, you’ll tie up the related points in a short summary to 
make sure it all comes together. The small army of micro-gnomes in our web platform will beat 
back the velociraptors and make sure you’re rewarded for your efforts, and you’ll see your 
earnings soar. Just like an airplane headed to Hawai’i. Aloha! 


